Abstract-We derived an automated algorithm for accurately measuring the thalamic diameter from 2-D fetal ultrasound (US) brain images. The algorithm overcomes the inherent limitations of the US image modality: nonuniform density; missing boundaries; and strong speckle noise. We introduced a "guitar" structure that represents the negative space surrounding the thalamic regions. The guitar acts as a landmark for deriving the widest points of the thalamus even when its boundaries are not identifiable. We augmented a generalized level-set framework with a shape prior and constraints derived from statistical shape models of the guitars; this framework was used to segment US images and measure the thalamic diameter. Our segmentation method achieved a higher mean Dice similarity coefficient, Hausdorff distance, specificity, and reduced 
contour leakage when compared to other well-established methods. The automatic thalamic diameter measurement had an interobserver variability of -0.56 ± 2.29 mm compared to manual measurement by an expert sonographer. Our method was capable of automatically estimating the thalamic diameter, with the measurement accuracy on par with clinical assessment. Our method can be used as part of computer-assisted screening tools that automatically measure the biometrics of the fetal thalamus; these biometrics are linked to neurodevelopmental outcomes.
I. INTRODUCTION
U LTRASOUND (US) imaging is the modality of choice for assessing structural and functional parameters in fetal morphology and growth due to its fast speed, low cost, and use of nonionizing radiation [1] , [2] . Fetal neurodevelopmental monitoring using quantitative measurements is currently based on head circumference, biparietal diameter, trans-cerebellar diameter, and lateral ventricle posterior horn measurements [3] - [5] . However, several important macroanatomical properties are visually examined during the morphology scan but are not routinely measured [6] . An example of such a structure is the thalamus, which exhibits a distinct nonlinear dynamic growth pattern during 20 to 28 weeks gestation [7] . Interestingly, the thalamus also has the highest concentrations of opioid and serotonin receptors in the brain overall, with the density of those receptors increasing with gestational age and into adulthood [8] , [9] . These specific biological characteristics and the fact that the thalamus is visible in US makes it a prime target for monitoring fetal neurodevelopment in the context of environmental perturbations such as opiate exposure or other substance abuse [10] . In this context it has the potential to be part of the routine biometric parameters measured in clinical practice. For example, the measurement of the thalamic diameter (TD) could be used to develop normal range charts or to assess structural defects of the thalamus, e.g., in holoprosencephaly [11] .
Fetal parameter measurements are performed manually by clinicians and are thus affected by inter-and intraobserver variability; the accuracy of the measurements are also dependent upon the expertise of the sonographer. The automatic measure-2168-2194 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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ment of these structures will enable retrospective analysis of large datasets for correlation to health outcomes. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work that addresses the automatic measurement of the TD, where the major challenges are due to the lack of identifiable thalamic boundaries in fetal US images. In addition, US image segmentation is challenging due to low contrast, low signal-to-noise-ratios, nonuniform acoustic densities, and the presence of speckle noise [12] . Further complications arise in fetal US images due to the small size of the fetus, high signal attenuation with increased maternal mass, and signal drop out [13] . Motion artefacts can also be introduced due to natural fetal movement. These characteristics dampen the performance of conventional segmentation algorithms that rely on edge-based and region-based features resulting in contour leakages because of missing boundaries, signal dropout, acoustic shadowing, and reverberation artefacts. Noble and Boukerroui [12] suggested that US segmentation algorithms should use task specific image constraints or statistical priors, e.g., a shape model derived from large population of images, to overcome the inherent low quality of US images. Molinari et al. [14] automatically measured the carotid intimamedia thickness based on carotid-specific intensity profile analysis. However, this edge-based technique is unreliable for other US contexts where there are ill-defined image edges and signal drop outs. Yan et al. [15] extracted prostate boundaries from 2-D transrectal ultrasonography images using a deformable model under the guidance of a shape prior, which allowed the reconstruction of the boundaries. Cremer et al. [16] used image registration to maintain the shape invariance during the evolution of the level set function (LSF). Arrieta et al. [17] introduced rotation invariance into the framework. In 2014, several well established and new segmentation algorithms for fetal abdomen, head, and femur, as well as the entire fetus, were compared and evaluated as part of a grand challenge [18] . Many state-of-theart techniques [12] , [4] , [19] required user interactions to define the fetal organs, which is not feasible when retrospectively processing large datasets. Sofka et al. [20] measured structures in 3-D fetal head US volumes; their method relied on 3-D structural data from sequential slices and therefore cannot be applied to 2-D US images, which are among the majority in hospital archives.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to automatically measure the TD from B mode 2-D US fetal images. The thalamus cannot be segmented directly due to the lack of welldefined boundaries. We solved this problem by defining a novel algorithm based on statistical shape models (SSMs) constructed from the "negative space" [21] surrounding the thalamic regions, which acts as a landmarks for the TD. In our work, we extended the segmentation framework introduced by Li et al. [22] by integrating a shape constraint into the 2-D variational level set evolution that enables the segmentation of the negative space representation of the thalamus. Our automatic TD measurements are comparable with that of an expert sonographer with 20 years of experience.
The novelty of our work lies in following:
1) The creation of a novel guitar structure constructed from the negative space surrounding the thalamic regions to detect the extremities of the thalamus that cannot be segmented directly. 2) A modification of the energy functional with the incorporation of additional shape energy to facilitate guitar segmentation. 3) A thalamus specific orientation classification and line profile analysis method for detecting the extremities of the thalamus boundaries has been proposed. 4) To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first study to perform computerized measurement of fetal thalamic diameter.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, we summarize the underlying theory and existing algorithms that we have adapted for our approach.
A. Statistical Shape Models
Let Ω be a bounded open subset of R 2 containing training shapes x that are consistent with the level-set represented by the Signed Distance Function (SDF) [23] . SSMs can be computed from Ω with Principle Component Analysis (PCA) used to capture the variability of the training shapes [24] . Given such an SSM, an estimate of the shapex can be reconstructed from the mean shapex:x
where U is a matrix whose column vectors represent the orthogonal modes of shape variation (eigenvectors) and α is a vector of shape parameter coefficients derived according to:
B. Distance Regularized Level Set Evolution (DRLSE)
The level set method represents dynamic contours and shapes as the zero level set of a higher dimensional function [25] . Level set methods can represent contours of complex topology and handle topological changes, such as splitting and merging, in a natural and efficient way, which is not possible in parametric active contour models [26] . The level set evolution was derived as a gradient flow that minimizes an energy function designed to keep the model smooth during deformation while driving the curve toward the desired boundaries. The addition of a distance regularization term to the level set evolution (DRLSE) [22] eliminates the need for reinitialization thereby avoiding any induced numerical errors.
The (k + 1)th level set evolution can be implemented by a simple finite difference scheme [22] :
where φ : Ω → R is a LSF, (i, j) is in R 2 , Δt is the time step, and ∈ (φ) is an energy functional:
The first term of (4) corresponds to the level set regularization term given by a potential function p : [0, ∞) → R that maintains the signed distance property of the LSF and avoids reinitialization of the SDF of the generated model, the gradient operator ∇, and a constant μ > 0 that controls the effect of penalizing the deviation of φ from the SDF. The second term in (4) corresponds to the line integral of the function along the zero level contour of φ, which is minimized when it is located at the object boundaries; δ is the Dirac delta function. The third term corresponds to the weighted area. The parameter Λ controls the speed of the motion of the zero level contour in the level set evolution process, which needed to be increased when the initial contour was placed far away from the desired object boundaries; H is the Heavyside function. In both the second and third terms, g refers to the edge indicator function of an image I defined by:
where G σ is a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation σ.
III. MATERIALS

A. Image Acquisition
Brain images of the trans-cerebellar diameter view were acquired from 100 different fetuses at the Nepean center for Perinatal Care, University of Sydney, Australia using a GE Voluson E8 US machine and a RAB6-D US probe (GE Healthcare Austria GmbH & Co, Tiefenbach, Austria). Experienced sonographers followed the protocols defined by the International Society of US in Obstetrics and Gynecology for imaging the fetal brain during the 18-20 week morphology scan [27] . The gestational age was between 18-22 weeks with no specific fetal or maternal criteria used in the selection of the thalami images except for good visual clarity and quality as determined by a sonographer with 20 years of experience. The dataset was selected from women with maternal body mass index (BMI) ranging between 17.4-43.0 (25.5 ± 5.4). Differing fetal presentation was not a reason for exclusion of images.
The sonographers manually adjusted the zoom scale of each image based on the maternal BMI and the position of the fetus to ensure that the fetal thalami was visualized. The images were resized to 960 × 720 pixels using bicubic interpolation, as it produces less interpolation artifacts. Spatial resolution (in millimeters) varied among the images; The thalamus was orientated toward the left of the image in 52 of the 100 and toward the right in the other 48. All data were deidentified.
The shape priors were manually delineated by an experienced imaging researcher under the supervision of a clinical sonographer. The shape boundary was marked by a closed contour and filled to define a binary mask.
B. Ground Truth
We collected manual measurements of the TD from two observers: an expert sonographer (Observer 1-OB1) with 20 years of experience and a perinatal US fellow (Observer 2- OB2) with 3 years of experience. These measurements served as the ground truth for our experiments.
IV. METHOD
Our approach consists of the folowing three stages: 1) shape representation via SSMs; 2) segmentation of an object of interest using DSLRE with a shape constraint term; and 3) measurement of the distance between landmarks corresponding to the TD end points in the segmented image.
A. Stage 1: SSM Derivation
1) Guitar-Shaped Definition: Fig. 1(a) shows that the thalamic boundaries are not usually well defined in fetal US images. We therefore derived a negative space representation of the thalamic boundaries from the structures adjacent to the widest point of the thalamus. Negative space [21] is the space around and between the subject(s) of an image. In image segmentation, negative space is relevant when the space around the subject may be easier to segment than the subject itself. In our work, negative space represents the structures surrounding the thalamic region, which is a guitar shape. This representation was defined as the combination of three structures, which do not individually indicate the thalamic region explicitly. These three structures are shown in Fig. 1(c) : the posterior borders of the thalami marked in green, the midline falx marked in pink, and the cerebellum marked in red. We refer to this representation as a guitar shape due to its resemblance to the silhouette of the musical instrument [see Fig. 1(d) ]. The wings of the guitar are adjacent to the widest points of the thalamic region. As such, we measured the TD by measuring the distance between the guitars wingtips. This is comparable to the conventional manual approach of measuring the TD, as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
2) Orientation Classification of Brain Plane:
The guitar shapes can be oriented with the neck pointing to the left or the right. Classification of the orientation is required to avoid the need of manual image selection and orientation specific model. We divide the image vertically into two equal parts. We then compute the mean local entrophy of each part; the side with the lowest entropy is the neck of the guitar.
3) Training Shape Alignment and Representation: We applied rigid-affine registration [28] to manually delineated training datasets to align the training shapes to the same coordinate space while preserving the identity of individual shapes. We used a training image with clearly defined anatomical guitar boundaries as the "fixed" image for use as the reference. This allowed us to avoid the requirement for point correspondences in the conventional point distribution model of representing the boundary of the shape; the conventional technique also suffers from numerical instability, an inability to accurately capture locations with high curvature, and difficulties in handling topological changes [23] . We implicitly represented each shape with an SDF.
4) SSM Construction:
We constructed a statistical model of the guitar-shaped variations to incorporate global shape information for use in the segmentation task (see Section IV-B). We built the SSM with SDFs as described in Section II-A using PCA to minimize the guitar-shaped variations. Shape consistency was maintained by limiting the shape parameter to ±3 √ σ (≈99.7% of all variations). Our SSM gave a compact representation of the allowable variations of the guitar.
B. Stage 2: Segmentation
We segmented the fetal US images using shape priors to steer the evolving contour toward the boundaries of the guitar shape in the image. In our approach, the evolving contour was constrained to the guitar shape to prevent contour leakage. Our segmentation algorithm comprised of the following steps: image denoising, initialization of zero level set contour, and shapeconstrained generalized level set evolution.
1) Image Denoising:
We performed nonlinear diffusion filtering [29] to reduce the noise and the speckle in the images without eliminating the diagnostic features. This preserved and enhanced the image features relevant to our task.
2) Initialization via US Image Registration: We derived our initial LSF by registering the input image to the reference image selected during SSM construction (see Section IV-A3). However, registering the entire image would result in imperfect alignment of the guitar shapes, due to the influence of the larger gradients of the fetal head and the image contents outside the fetal head circumference.
We therefore masked out (removed) the image contents outside the fetal head circumference by localizing the minimum bounding box of the fetal head region and delineating the head boundary. The fetal skull in the fetal brain images were manually annotated from the training dataset. Haar features from the fetal skull were extracted to train the Adaboost classifier [30] . The location of the fetal skull was detected by the classifier, and the bounding box was further extended by ten pixels in all sides to ensure complete inclusion of the skull. The head contour was obtained by using a well-established method for delineating the head contour [5] .
We then registered the guitar based entirely upon the image contents within the head circumference. The transform parameters obtained from this registration were used to morph the binary mask of the reference image and for use as an initial LSF. The Elastix registration tool [28] was used to align the reference image to the input image by rigid and affine registration. Fig. 2 shows this initialization process.
3) Modified Level Set Evolution: We generalized the level set evolution by embedding a shape constraint term into the DRLSE energy function (4) to deliberately control the shape of the evolving contour. The modified function is given by:
where γ ∈ R is the coefficient of the shape energy function, φ sp is the shape prior, and T = (X t , Y t , θ, s) is the registration transformation of the shape prior with translation (X t , Y t ), rotation θ, and scale s. The new shape was calculated by minimizing the differences between the evolving contour φ and the shape prior φ sp from the SSM at each iteration. The registered shape was considered as the initial LSF φ 0 ; we used LSFs that took negative values inside the zero level contour and positive values outside. We used approximations of the Dirac delta and Heavyside functions in ∈ (φ) (4) and therefore also in∈ (φ) (6).
4) Level Set Evolution Algorithm:
We obtained the initial shape prior from the mean shape of SSM (converted into SDF). The shape energy was obtained by minimizing the least square difference between the evolving contour and the shape prior. During each iteration, registration was used to avoid misalignment between φ sp and the evolving contour φ. We performed 15 initial iterations of DRLSE without the shape energy to speed up the process by bringing the initial contour toward the region of interest.
C. Stage 3: Determining the Thalamic Diameter
The segmented guitar shapes consist of three main lobes (the guitar wings and neck representing the posterior borders of the thalami and midline falx). Our objective in this stage was to identify the three main lobes, detect the wing tips, and measure the distance between them.
We first smoothed the contour using morphological filtering. We then analyzed the vertical line profile of the smoothed shape and plotted the number of nonzero line segments in each column (image x coordinate). This plot was then analyzed to discover the x coordinate where the guitar wings and neck merged into the body, i.e., the coordinate at which the number of nonzero line segments drops from 3 to 1 [shown as a red markings in Fig. 3(a)  and (b) ]. The three lobes were then separated by cropping the unsmoothed segmented shape at this coordinate.
We then found the minimum-bounding rectangle (MBR) of each lobe and compared their spatial coordinates [see Fig. 3(c) ]; the two outermost bounding boxes were guitar wings. The tips were located at the right-most points of the MBRs for leftoriented images and at the left-most points of the MBRs for right-oriented images. The TD was calculated by computing the Euclidean distance between these pixels.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION AND RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
We implemented our algorithm using MATLAB (R2014a) on a 64-bit PC (Intel Core i5, 2.67 GHz, 4GB RAM) running Windows 7 Professional. Experiments were performed using 100 US images with ten fold cross validation. 
B. Parameter Settings
We used nonlinear diffusion filtering parameters for noise filtering [31] . We set the time step τ = 3, diffusivity regularization constant ξ = 1e −3 , edge preservation parameter ρ = 1.2, and diffusion time T = 35. We empirically derived the generalized level set parameters through manual testing on a subset of fetal US brain images. The Gaussian smoothing operator was set to σ = 1.5, and the width of the Dirac and Heavyside approximations were set to = 1.5. Low values of the shape parameter coefficient γ were needed to render smoother final contours and we therefore set γ = 0.06. We used two different time steps (Δt) for our method. We set the time step of the external energy terms to Δt EXT = 25 and the time step of the shape energy terms to Δt SHP = 15. These time steps were chosen to overcome the oscillations caused during the energy minimization process in the level set evolution. In addition, a longer computing time was required for shape evolution compared to conventional DRLSE. We thus chose larger time steps to reduce the computation time. The regularization parameter for the external energy was set to μ = 0.02 Δ t EXT . We used a K = 165 iterations for the level set evolution. This value was sufficient for the shape to converge. In most of the images, the initial LSF obtained from the registered shape lay outside the region of interest. Therefore, a nonzero positive value of Λ = 1.5 was chosen to drive the motion of the contour. 
C. Validation Measures
The correspondence between the segmented guitar shape and the manually delineated guitar was quantitatively validated using a number of well-established region-based metrics: Hausdorff distance (HD), specificity, and Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) [32] , [33] . We compared our method with several well-established methods, such as region growing (RG) [34] , geodesic active contours (GAC) [35] and, DRLSE [22] to show that conventional segmentation methods could not be applied directly to segment the thalamus. We also compared our guitar-shaped model with a thalamus shape model (TSM) derived from manual delineations of the thalamus to demonstrate the difficulties involved in the direct segmentation of the thalamus. These experiments showed the necessity of using a negative space representation of the thalamus boundaries through our guitar shape. Both TSM and our methods used the modified level set evolution. The DSC for these methods (RG, GAC, DRLSE, and TSM) were calculated using the manually derived reference thalamus contours shown in Fig. 4(b) . The DSC for the guitar shape were calculated using the manually delineated reference guitar contours shown in Fig. 4(c) . We also validated the accuracy of our TD measurements in comparison to the ground truth using a distance-based error metric (MAD) [18] . We assessed the intra-and interobserver reproducibility of the measurements using the Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). We used Bland-Altman plots to graphically derive inter-and intraobserver variability measurements [36] . that exhibit a variety of different challenges that are found in US images. Row (a)-(c) segmentation using other well-established techniques, (d) segmentation using TSM, and (e) segmentation using our method. The first sample has image attributes that are typical of a well-defined image. The shape in the second sample is at an angle (skewed) from the center line. The fetal head is not centered in the third sample. The fourth sample has a right oriented guitar, a high level of blur, and fuzzy boundaries. The fifth sample is oblique and contains a high level of speckle, which corresponds to ill-defined guitar boundaries. Table I quantitatively compares the various algorithms across all iterations.
D. Guitar Segmentation Results
E. Thalamic Diameter Measurements
Fig . 7 shows the delineation of the TD. The green markings in the first row correspond to the delineations by an expert (OB1). The delineation done by our method are shown in yellow in the second row. The TD delineation was visually similar to that conducted by the expert for samples 1 to 4 there was a variation in the TD observed in sample 5, due the missing midline landmark in the image, which resulted in a poor initial registration and segmentation. Table II compares the TD measurements (in mm) obtained by our method with the two human observers for the five samples in Fig. 6 . We also calculated a pair of endpoint offsets (EO1 and EO2): the Euclidean distance between the automatically detected TD and the manually demarcated points.
Table III compares the differences in the measurement values between the two observers, as well as between the individual observers and our method. There are similar mean absolute differences [18] between the observers and our method. Our method also has a similar level of positive ICCs with each of the two human observers. Fig. 8 shows the Bland-Altman plots between the observers and our method, showing the reproducibility of the measurement across different experts (interobserver variability). Table III also summarizes the mean and standard deviation derived from these plots. All comparisons have a similar standard deviation value, representing similar levels of agreement between the measurements marked by the experts and those marked by our method.
VI. DISCUSSION
Our segmentation experiments showed that our method extracted the thalamic boundaries more accurately compared to the other segmentation methods (see Fig. 6 ). The RG method was plagued by contour leaks due to the lack of definite boundaries and grew beyond the region of interest [see Fig. 6(a) ]. The contour obtained from the GAC model did not render the exact region of the thalamus due to weak edges [see Fig. 6(b) ]. While the segmented contour obtained from the DRLSE model detect the approximate region of the thalamus, it failed to retain the definite shape boundaries resulting in a region that was wider than the actual thalamus [see Fig. 6(c) ]. These results demonstrate that existing methods were unable to extract the thalamus directly and therefore would not be reliable for use in TD measurement.
Applying our method to the thalamus shape (TSM) instead of the guitar resulted in segmented contours that were bound inside the posterior walls of the thalami. While contour leakage near missing edges was prevented by the shape constraint, the boundaries of thalamus were not captured consistently due to the lack of definite boundaries in the anterior region [see Fig. 6(d) ]. Similar findings were observed in other subjects, suggesting that the generic thalamus shape would not be robust if used for TD measurement. In comparison, our guitar shape was always consistently constrained by definite landmarks making it more appropriate for identifying the widest point of the thalamus, from which the TD could be measured.
These visual outcomes correspond to our quantitative findings (see Table I ). Our method achieves a smallest mean error in terms of HD next to the DRLSE. The low specificity of the other methods indicates a large number of nonthalamus pixels within the segmented contour; the higher specificity of our method confirms that there were fewer contour leakages with the guitar shape. Furthermore, the consistency of the guitar-shaped segmentation was indicated by the mean DSC of 0.74 ± 0.03. The images with lower Dice values (<0.6) were captured from an oblique angle or included high levels of noise. We observed similar Dice values regardless of the guitar orientation (left or right). We did not expect higher Dice values (ࣙ85%) because the inside curve of the guitar wings lacked the definite edge information that SSMs rely upon. However, despite this absence, the SSMs of the guitar shape retained an accurate approximation of the guitar wing tips, which were landmarks needed for TD measurement. The superiority of our method over the other conventional segmentation method is statistically significant (p < 0.01) and is demonstrated by comparing the Dice values of our method with other methods using two tailed paired t-test. The results from TSM were lower across all measures, showing the importance of the guitar-shaped constraint in our method. These quantitative findings demonstrate the accuracy, robustness, and reliability of our segmentation method. Table III shows that the mean absolute difference of the OB1 versus our method is lower than OB1 versus OB2 and OB2 versus our method. As depicted in Fig. 8 and in Table III , the mean difference between OB1 and our method was close to zero (-0.56 mm). The standard deviations in Table III represent the reproducibility of the measurements between experts. The mean differences between the human observers indicate that there can be disagreements in measurements even among clinical experts. Our method produces similar measurements but has stronger agreement with the measurements obtained from OB1, the clinician with 20 years of experience and is shown in Table II by comparing the measurement values of our method with human observers using two tailed paired t-test. We expect that increasing the number of training samples used to derive the SSM will lead to improvements in the accuracy of both the segmentation and measurements.
The measurement of the thalamus has the potential to be part of the routine biometric parameters assessed in clinical practice both prospectively and retrospectively. One of the goals of automatic fetal parameter measurement is to facilitate fetal anomaly screening through computer assisted diagnosis and detection systems. Manual measurements of the TD may be quick to do and would add little time to individual examinations. However, the robustness and consistency of our algorithm means that it can also be applied to the retrospective analysis of large obstetric databases during the creation of thalamic range charts, which is extremely time consuming to perform manually and is degraded when inconsistent measurements are introduced. The optimization of running time was not part of the original scope of this research and has been left for future work.
We suggest that our method could potentially benefit in retrospective analysis and decrease operator dependency in such applications thereby reducing inter-and intraobserver variability. We suggest that our method can be adapted for the automated measurements of other fetal structures that have previously been ignored due to the challenges in automatically processing and analysing US images. The extraction of such new biometric parameters could inform clinicians in predicting perinatal and later health outcomes.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an algorithm that incorporated shape prior knowledge to DRLSE to facilitate automatic TD measurements in fetal US images. We used a guitar-shaped representation of the negative space around the thalamus to compensate for the lack of identifiable landmarks in fetal brain US images. Our results show that our method effectively detects the guitar, which allows it to accurately measure the TD. The measurements were also reproducible across multiple runs. Our findings indicate that the guitar shape is an appropriate negative space representation of the thalamus, which, in US images, have no clearly identifiable boundaries. They also verify that our method is capable of measuring fetal structures at a similar level of accuracy to clinical experts and outperform direct segmentation methods applied to the thalamus segmentation.
